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(i)
ABSTRACT
Ocean bays and harbours are subject to forced
oscillations due to long waves which exist in the open ocean.
This thesis examines the amplification factors in various
shaped bays for different forcing spectra of long waves in the
open ocean.

Port Kembla Outer Harbour, which is situated

on the East Coast of Australia about 50 miles south of Sydney,
is considered as an application of this theory because it
has a history of severe ranging during storm activity.
The theory of McNown (1952) for seiche motion in
a circular basin with an entrance Is extended so that it
applies to a rectangular basin.

This procedure is then

generalized for various basin shapes. The Galerkin method
from the calculus of variations is used to solve the problem
of oscillations in a closed spindle-shaped basin, which is the
name given by Hidaka (1931) to a basin whose surface perimeter
is defined as the intersection of two confocal parabolae.
Hidaka*s results are enlarged, more basic harmonics being
found.

The two-dimensional flow oscillations of a fluid in

an open spindle-shaped basin are then considered for varying
forcing functions at the entrance.
Port Kembla Outer Harbour has been shown to be
suitably approximated by a spindle shape. The natural
oscillations of the closed spindle-shaped basin are applied
to the Outer Harbour which is assumed to be excited by a fully

formed clapotis with an antinode at the entrance.

The t\^o

particular harmonics which are most likely to be excited are
found to have the same period of 153 seconds.

Experimental

evidence has given long wave periods in the Harbour as 150
and 160 seconds.

The resonant mode corresponding to a period

of 54 seconds is found to have a large amplification factor
at the entrance to the Inner Harbour.

Amplification factors

for various long wave frequencies at the entrance of the Outer
Harbour are considered.

Oscillations close to resonant modes,

and, non-resonant modes xd-th nodes at the entrance are both
examined closely.

The forced oscillations in the range 55.9

to 5 7 . 3 seconds have magnifications at the Inner Harbour
entrance greater than 2 and may be compared with the model
results where at 56 to 58 seconds the range action in the
Inner Harbour is greatest.

The effects of varying the width

of the entrance of the Outer Harbour are shown to influence
the x^ave heights obtained at the Inner Harbour entrance and
also the periods at which the maximum wave height occurs.
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INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of resonant standing waves or

seiches in harbours is very important in relation to the
safety of shipping using the port. For certain incident
wave periods a particular harbotir can act as an amplifier,
thereby having magnified amplitudes of oscillation within
the harbour. Early seiche studies were restricted to the
approximation of a one-dimensional flow problem. ChrystaX
(1906) developed a second order differential equation for
one-dimensional flox^ using shallow water theory. Bidaka
(1936) applied the Ritz method from the calculus of variations
to solve this differential equation. Details of some of the
earlier methods appear in Defant (1961) and Proudman (1953).
Raichlen (1965) extended this early work when he applied the
finite difference techniques to the problem. Hidaka (1931,
1932) utilized one-dimensional theory for oscillations of
fluid in specially shaped basins. Model studies of oscillations
for one-dimená-onal flow have been extensively used and examples
are given by Biesel (1955), and Cavanilles (V57). Seiche
motions for two-dimensional flow were examined in specially
shaped basins by Proudman (1925), Hidaka (1931) and Arakawa
(1933). The effects of incident waves on rectangular and
circular shaped basins were considered by McNown (1952),
Kravtchenko and McNown (1955), Apte and Marcou (1955),
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First and second hsnnonics (n"*l»2) for motion in a canal
of unifom depth.
FIGURE 1.

-h

Closed Rectangular basin with lengthy a» width, b» and
uniform depth» h.
FIGURE 2.

Le Mehaute (1955), and Ippen and Goda (1963)

The earliest mathematical discussion of seiches
was given by Merian (1828) •

He obtained an expression for

periods of oscillation of water in a long canal with uniform
depth, h, assuming certain simplifications to those equations
which are now known as "shallow water treatment''.

The

periods are given by
2Z

T

nv^
where Z is the length of the canal,
g is the acceleration due to gravity,
and

n is an integer denoting the n^^ harmonic (figure 1).

An extension of this is given by Lamb (1932) for two-dimensional
flowo

He considered a closed rectangular basin as shown in

figure 2.

For irrotational motion the Laplacian equation

applies throughout the fluid, i.e.,
« 0
where (f> is the velocity potential.

The boundary conditions

for the rectangular basin ares
(i)

i i + g^ « 0 and c «
at the surface z « 0
ot
"Z

(ii)

w « ^
az « 0 at the uniform bottom z = -h

(iii)

u »

oX

« 0 at the vertical walls x « 0,

a for 0 Í y $ b

(Iv)

V

- 0 at the vertical walls y « 0,
b for 0 $ X ^ a

where C is wave height.
Lamb let the velocity potential be given by
(p « F(x,y)Z(z) cos at
and so from Laplace's equation

If

FZ" + Z V ^ « 0.
7«»
r ^
=

where k is a wave constant, then,
Z" - k^Z « 0,
and

V^F + k^F » 0.

The solution of the former differential equation is
Z » A cosh (kz+B)
and, after applying the boundary condition (ii), B « kh,
which gives

Z = A cosh k (z+h).

Hence

(j) « A cosh k(z+h)F(x,y)cos at

and the frequency, a, given by,
a^ » g k tanh kh
is found using the free surface condition (i).
The constant. A, is redefined so that
.
A cosh k(z+h) «/
^ °
cosh kh
Let

\

F»X(x)Y(y),

then the latter differential equation becomes

X" +
and
where

=

Y" + a^Y = o ,
2
» k and the boundary conditions are
« 0 at X = 0, a.

The solutions,
X = C cos px + D sin px
Y = E cos qy + H sin qy,

and
will give

k(z4-h) cos
„ nirx COS
^^^ mrry
(h « A cosh•,
-rrf- sin at
^
cosh kh
a
D
where in,n are integers. Fave height is then given by
r as « JL ^
^
g 9t
-a A
= ~
g

. vvA
'

X
CCS 0-1

=O .
'
COS

nirx
mrry
COS -r^ »
a
b

For motion in both the x and y directions, the continuity
equation for shallow water waves is

where h is a constant.
i.e.

url^M

IIIn -I.H^^"- n

Substitution for (f> in this differential equation yields
h[(f-)2 + (21)2] -

i.e.

a2 = gh

+ (|)2,.

The period of the motion is then given by

J

a
Rectangular plan

H

0

h

1

JL L

a

b

Side view

End view

Rectangular plan and elevations of basin showing nodal
lines for m » ^ and n •• 3,
FIGURE 3.

-31»'

where n refers to the number of nodal lines parallel to the
y-axis and m refers to the number of nodal lines parallel to
the x-axis (figure 3).
Rayleigh (1876) developed the theory for the
cylindrical basin and found that the undamped free o s c i l l a t i o n
would be described by a Bessel function.
this theory.

Lamb further developed

Taking the origin at the centre of a cylindrical

basin with radius R and z vertically upwards,

assume a periodic

solution of the form
(j) « Z ( z ) F ( r , e ) c o s at
for a f l u i d of constant depth h.

The d i f f e r e n t i a l equation

FZ" + ZV^F = 0
xd.ll give after the separation of variables the two equations
V^F + kF = 0,
and

Z" - k^Z = 0.

The boundary conditions ares
(i)

the velocity

to the surface i s zero,

i f the amplitude i s small, -vacI tk^ w^ve
i.e.
(ii)

^ + gc«0andc«||-

are
atz«0

the velocity normal to the solid boundary

at the walls and at the bottom of the basin i s zero
i.e.

- « 0 at r » R,
9r
9z

« 0 at z »

By separating variables the differential equation in F becomes,
Q" + n^Q = 0 ,
and

r^R" + rR' + (k^r^-n^)R » 0

where k, n are constants, Q is a function of 6 only and R is
a function of r only.

By solving for Z,Q and R the solution

d) = B cosh k(z+h)J (kr)cos n 8 cos at
n
n
is obtained t^ere B is an arbitrary constant.
n

From the

surface condition,
k B
C =

a

sinh kh J (kr) cos n 0 sin at
n

where n may have any of the values 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .

An extensive study of the problems of seiches in
longitudinal closed basins with variable width and depth has
been made for motion which is considered as one-dimensional.
This means the motion of the fluid in the basin is approximated
so that transverse velocities are zero.

Wave height, ç, is

given by the equation of continuity (Lamb, 1932),

« = - ¿ Y IT
where A(x) is the area of cross-section of the fluid at a
distance x along the axis,
b(x) is the breadth of the undisturbed surface,
and

u is the velocity of a fluid particle (parallel to the

x-axis).

The boundary conditions are u « 0 for x =

4»»

The 'splndlc-shape* formed by the intersection of the
2
two eonfocal parabolae y - a(a-2x)
2
and

y

" a(a+2x).
FIGURE 4.

I

-1

The imit square fomed by th* transformation of the
spindle-ahape.
FIGURE 5.

A summary of the work carried out on the theory of seiches
for one-dimensional flow by Chrystal, Hidaka, Defant and
Proudman is given by Defant (I960),
Hidaka (1931) studied oscillations of water in an
elliptic basin and in a basin where its perimeter is given by
two intersecting parabolas which he termed a 'spindle-shape'»
Figure 4 shows a spindle-shape formed by the intersection of
the two confocal parabolas

2
y

= a(a-2x),

x ^ 0,

= a(a+2x),

x < 0.

2
and

y

Initially the spindle-shaped basin was considered as a onedimensional canal with uniform depth and varying width•

Hidaka

let the width vary as

2
w = 2b(l where the x-axis coincides xd.th a
the major axis and the origin
is at the centre of the basin. If the ratio ~a is small, the
equation of wave motion is,
it

II ] +
where c* is the time reduced wave height,

and

C ® X •
a

= 0

This was solved to give the roots for the lowest antisymmetric

2 2 « 4.62235, 14.365 respectively.

and symmetric modes as k a
He considered the ellipse

2
a

2

2 ^ ^2
b

where 2a and 2b are the major and minor axes respectively, as
a straight canal whose width varies as
w « 2b(l a
If the ratio — is small, the equation of motion for the time
a
independent wave height is

(1-52)

-

k ^ a h u K ^ H * = 0.

The roots for the lowest antisymmetric and symmetric modes are
k^a^ « 3.5926, 12.1564 respectively.
Hidaka also considered the one-dimensional flow oscillations
in spindle-shaped and elliptic basins whose depth varies as
h = h^d a
For both basin shapes it was found that in the case of the
lowest antisymmetric mode the period of oscillation was greater
for uniform depth basins whereas in the case of the lowest
symmetric mode the period was greater for basins with variable
depth.

The two-dimensional oscillations of water in a
spindle-shaped bash (figure 4) was also examined by Hidaka
in the same paper.

Using the transformation
a, 2

2.

X = j(p -q ),
y = apq»
the spindle-shape becomes a square in the pq plane as shown
in figure 5.

The long
are
XX wave
s —g equations
H^
3x '

and

V - -g

K

and the two-dimensional equation of continuity is

where h is the constant depth.

By considering u

u = u

cos at

^ « C

sin at

such that

*

and i

such that

Hidaka obtained
2 *
V

a^ *
-^ih^

He transformed this equation using the transformation given
earlier to give

The separation of variables
C* « P(p)Q(q)

Nodftl lines for the four lowest modes of oscillation in a spindle-shaped basin
as fotmd by Hidaka.
FIGURE 6.

was then assumed.

This led to two equations

T
dpand

^ih ^ P

d'Q .
— I +
dq

' 0

2 2
^
a q -X)Q = 0.

In order to solve these equations Hidaka found it necessary
to assume that the motion of the water is produced by a force
acting in a direction parallel to the y-axis.

He indicated

that the contour lines of the water surface will be symmetrical
with respect to the y-axis and consequently the same will apply
to the distribution of velocity.

Under these conditions X

was shown to be equal to zero and so the solutions of the pair
of equations were found in terms of Bessel ftmctions.

Hidaka

found for the lowest modes
—

= 1.0545, 3.489, 4.283, 6.6515,...

where the first and third values are the first two zeros of
J ^f, and the second and fourth vlaues are the first two
-3/4
zeros of

Figure 6 gives the nodal lines for these modes

of oscillation.

The work carried out by Hidaka will be re-

ferred to in greater detail in Chapter 3 where the modelling
of Port Kembla Outer Harbour is considered.

McNown (1952) carried out experimental work on
circular and square basins where he verified 'shallow-water'

foraulae for basins of uniform depth.

He studied in detail

some of the response characteristics of the fluid in a circular
harbour of constant depth which had been excited by waves
incident upon a small entrance gap.

In his model McNown sought

to describe both experimentally and theoretically the agitation
inside the port as a function of the conditions in the open
sea outside.

Simplyfying hjrpotheses pertaining to the Incident

wave at the harbour entrance were made:
1)

the water surface remains essentially horizontal

across the entrance,
2)

because of reflection inside the harbour a

clapotis or standing wave is formed in the vicinity of the
entrance.

Two types of motion were observed inside the port.

In the first, resonant motion, the period of the generating
waves coincides with a characteristic period of the port and
the clapotis is completely formed, i.e., the term 'resonant'
is used in this instant not in the sense that the amplitude of
the motion tends to increase without limit but rather in the
sense that the characteristic motions occur for certain periods
which are thus natural or resonant periods for the particular
harbour geometry being considered.

In this case there was no

appreciable normal velocity at the entrance.

In the second,

non-resonant motion, the normal velocity at the entrance is
not zero and forms an integral part of the internal motion.

In his conclusions McNown listed the following as the significant
results:
1)

the occurrence of disturbances within a port

for which the amplitude is much greater than that outside,
2)

independence of this result on the width of the

entrance opening,
3)

the possibility of irregular motions in model

studies resulting from synchronization of two or more resonant
motions, and
4)

the almost negligible rate of energy dissipation

in the absense of special devices for the absorption of energy.
McNown and Danel (1952) further extended this
discussion.

They considered a rectangular harbour of uniform

depth in which the patterns of resonant motion are sinusoidal,
being expressible in the form
.
mîTX
mry
Ç = A cos
cos
.
a
b
Integral values can be assigned for m and n , and these are the
number of nodal lines parallel to the y and x axes, respectively.
It was shown that a wave at the entrance of a rectangular port
c ^ generate a seiche within the port for which nodal lines are
either parallel or at right angles to the incident wave.

If

m and n are both non-zero integers the standing wave pattern
is rectangular with the displacement in one subdivision always
out of phase with that in adjacent subdivisions.

It is also

stated by McNown and Danel that not only must the correct
period exist if a motion is to be produced for the rectangular
harbour, but also the location of the entrance in one of the
sides must coincide closely with a region of maximum displacement.

For example, no resonant motion can be produced

which would form a nodal line that passes at right angles
through the entrance.
The numerical method of finite differences was
applied by Loomis (1966) to analyse an actual harbour with
an entrance. A sequence of straight lines was used to approximate the harbour to 32 grid points. After assuming perfect
reflection at the boundaries the finite difference techniques
led to the eigen-^values of a matrix of order 32.
Carr (1953) discusses long-period waves or surges
in harbours. He reported the results of field and model
studies of the sources and characteristics of long period waves
in rectangular harbours and analysed the wave motions induced
by the waves. In the harbour at Terminal Island, United States
of America, Carr reports that damage to ships occurs with
incoming waves of period 2 to 3 minutes. There was very little
vertical motion but the horizontal motion was of the order of
4 to 10 feet. It was concluded by Carr that whenever long
period waves enter a harbour, it undergoes forced oscillations
at the imposed wave periods, and as the period of the forced

oscillation approaches the fimdamental or a harmonic period
of free oscillation of the basin, the amplitude of the motion
within the basin will increase reaching a maximiim at
resonance,
Kravtchenko and McNown

(1955) study

seiches in a

rectangular harbour for which the walls were vertical and
totally reflecting and the depth constant.

The hjrpothesis

of clapotis was found to be in good accord with the experiments
performed by McNown.

However there are limitations to both

the theoretical and physical aspects of these experiments.
The authors indicated that for the hypothesis to be approximately correct, the width of the entrance of the port should
be small and if the level of the water surface across the
entrance is to follow that of clapotis outisde the port, the
x^ater surface would be close to horizontal.
McNown's research was extended by Apte and Marcou
(1955) with an experimental and theoretical treatment of
rectangular harbours.

Both experimental and mathematical models

consisted of a rectangular harbour with an off-centred entrance
to which a relatively long wave channel was connected. A
theoretical solution was obtained for the amplitude variation
within this partially closed harbour by matching up the entrance
velocities between the harbour and the wave channel . They
reported good agreement between the solution obtained and the

experimental measurements.

Resonant periods were defined

in a similar way to that used by McNown, i.e. the resonant
modes of oscillation are those corresponding to the closed
basin configurations.

Their model was more artificial than

that used by McNown because the incident waves came along the
long wave canal.

In the experiments a seiche was observed in

the port for all characteristic periods except in a very
small number of cases. The conclusion of this paper was that
the theory of clapotis put forward by McNown and later extended
by Krav/tchenko and McNown is applicable when the profile of
the vrater surface at the entrance of the port can be approximated
by a horizontal straight line. This condition limits the
width of the entrance section and excludes resonant movements
with nodal lines terminating on the entrance.
Dorre stein (1961) discussed amplification of long waves
in bays.

He was concerned with the magnifying effect of

funnel-shaped bays on the normal astronomical tide.

In the

experiments the bay was appioximated by a straight channel
cf uniform cross section closed at one end. He concluded that
this phenomenon was due to resonance effect, as notable amplification only occurred if one of the periods of free oscillation of the water in the bay approximated the period of
a major tidal component.
Miles and Münk (1961) referred to a paradox in relation

to harbour resonance.

They found that a narrowing of the

harbour mouth diminishes the protection from seiching.

They

further stated that a decrease in the size of the entrance would
result in a decrease in the frequency at which the maximum
amplitude is attained.

A single degree of freedom oscillation

was considered, whose motion is described by the operator
equation
2
2
(D + 2aa D + a )c « C sin a t
o
o
o
where the forcing function is sinusoidal,
a

- frequency,

a^ = resonant frequency,
C

® wave height,
« resonant wave height.

The dissipation factor Q is defined by
2a « q""^
and the steady state condition
+ 2oia^ia +

*

is considered where D = i<7 .
Divide by a^ to obtain
[1 -

a

+

o

0

0

input
response
Z .

2Z
ate

a"
Power mpliflcation factor.
FIGURE 7.

The power amplification factor of the o s c i l l a t o r lyras defined
by
.2. ,
1
A (a) « T57TZ

(1 -

•

The amplification factor increases from unity at a = 0 to a
maximinn of 0

2

zero as a

00 (figure 7) »

at a = a

0

and then decreases monotonically to
At resonance the amplification

factor i s given by
2

o

2

In the neighbourhood of resonance Miles and îîunk regarded
the harbour as oscillating os a single degree of freedom
oscillator.

The dissipation mechanism of the harbour was

considered to be the radiation of energy from the entrance to
the open sea.
The concept of a harbour paradox caused quite a deal
of discussion.

Le Mehaute (1962) reported in a discussion of

this subject that he and Biesel had found experimental
evidence of this phenomenon but disagreed with some aspects.
He restricted his theory to cases in which the width of the
sea-side domain and basin are smaller than half a wave length,
whereas, in the theory of Miles and Hunk, the sea-sido domain
was i n f i n i t e .

He challenged the assumption that a basin can

be considered as a "single-dgreee-of-freedom o s c i l l a t o r " .
The duration needed to establish a state of resonance was r e -

ported to increase when the opening is decreased because less
energy enters the harbour.

The conclusion reached was that

the amplitude at resonance begins to increase when the opening
is decreased (the paradox) but because of effects of friction
it decreases quickly when the opening tends to zero.
On the discussion of Harbour Paradox, Wilson (1962)
stated that the answer to the paradox lies in factors that
have been omitted such as friction, two-dimensional effects
and non-linear effects.

To support his view of the lack of

any practical significance in the paradox he cites the example
of surging in Table Bay Harbour5 Cap« Town, South Africa.
When the mouth of Duncan Basin, one of the two main basins in
the Harbour, was narrowed there was a significant reduction
of amplitudes inside the basin.

The authors state that there

are only two ways to reduce seiches in harbours:

(1) by

mismatching the harbour amplification with the exterior spectrum,
and (2) by reducing the Q of the Harbour.

As it is very

difficult to make alterations to the harbour system that w i l l
ensure these changes Wilson gives, as the only effective
solution, the throttling of the penetration of incident wave
energy.

He suggested that the most satisfactory approach to

achieving this result for a harbour would be to construct an
outer buffer basin suitably designed to have a low Q in the
frequency range critical for ships.

A different approach to the problem of harbour resonance
was made by Le Mehaute (1961). The motion in a basin was considered as a function of the amplitude and period of the incident • wave.

The gravity wave motion was studied by means

of the theory of complex variables in a rectangular basin.

It

was concluded that the amplitude of the resonant oscillations
increases as the relative width of the entrance decreases.
The response characteristics of a coupled system consisting of a small rectangular harbour connected to a larger
rectangular wave basin was studied by Ippen and Raichlen (1962).
A theoretical and experimental study of this simple model
study, devoid of any form of artificial energy dissipators,
was undertaken to see if this arrangement could predict the
resonant modes of oscillation for a similar harbour connected
to the open-sea.

The conclusion reached was that due to the

coupling effect between the harbour and the wave basin there
is greater distortion to the response curve than would be
expected for a similar harbour connected to the open sea.
The calculation of an amplification factor for a rectangular harbour and a given wave period has been treated by
Ippen and Goda (1963). The response of a harbour to the
excitation by incident long period waves was studied.

Experi-

mental results using model harbours did not show any evidence
of the harbour paradox of Miles and Munk.

The system considered

consisted of a rectangular harbour connected to a semiinfinite region (open sea).

Some assumptions that were made

in the analysis are (i) the excitation at the entrance by a
regular wave train moving normal to the coastline, (ii) perfectly
reflecting boundaries, (iii) constant water depth in both
regions and (iv) the entrance small compared to the wavelength.
The amplification factor is defined as the ratio of the maximum
amplitude of oscillation in one corner of the harbour to the
amplitude of the standing wave outside the harbour.

It is

suggested that the balance of incident wave energy and radiating
wave energy is the important factor in the determination of the
amplitude of oscillations in the harbour. An essential feature
of resonant oscillation is that for the outgoing waves any
energy dissipation decreases the resonant amplification factor.
A small rectangular harbour that is connected to a larger
rectangular wave basin was studied experimentally and theoretically
by Raichlen and Ippen (1965) to determine with what degree of
accuracy the arrangement could predict the resonant modes of
oscillation of a similar harbour connected to the open sea.
They

cohcl^deel ,

inter

alu ,

that there is a high degree

of coupling betxv-een the regions.
Clarke (1968) investigated seiche motions for one-dimensional
flow. The Galerkin method from the calculus of variations was
used to solve the linearized equation of motion in terms of
transport variables for the modes of oscillation of a fluid in

an enclosed basin.
cases;

This process was applied to three particular

rectangular, elliptic and spindle-shaped.

For the

rectangular surface the frequency, a, of the nth harmonic is
given by

where h is the uniform depth.

The eigen values are

3.14161, 6.285, ...

where i is the length of the basin.

The eigen-values for the

elliptic surface are
aa

= 1.8993, 3.5163, 5.1158, 6.7037, 8.4658,,..

where a is the length of the semi-major axis.

The eigen-

values for the spindle are
aa

2.1531, 3.7936, 5.3894, 6.9629, 8.5158,...

T^ere the focal lengths of the confocal parabolae are j .
This work was extended by Clarke (1970) to treat the twodimensional flow problem in a basin whose surface is rectangular
and has variable depth.

This work will be further extended in

chapter 3, where the two-dimensional flow oscillations in a spindleshaped basin are considered and in chapter 4, x^here the same
basin is modified by introducing an entrance in the centre of one
side.

Plan of clretilar basin wich an entrance
FIGURÉ 8.

1.

SEICHE MOTION IN A BASIN WITH AN ENTRANCE
2.1

Circular Basin

McNown studied the case of waves and seiches in a
circular harbour that can be caused within the port by
the sea waves at the entrance.

For the special case in

which the horizontal velocity at the port entrance i s zero,
the possible movements are those occurring in a closed basin
which were studied by Lord Rayleigh and Lamb.
A harbour with a circular plan as shoxm in figure 8 i s
considered.

In this ideal model viscous e f f e c t s are considered

n e g l i g i b l e , the bottom of the harbour i s horizontal, the
walls are v e r t i c a l and the motion i s irrotational.

The half

angle 3 subtended by the entrance i s considered to be s u f f i c i e n t l y
small that the arc and the chord at the entrance can be assumed
to coincide.

The boundary conditions are
atz = 0

and

ri <f)

= 0

at z = - h .

9z
The v e l o c i t y normal to the solid boundary at the walls of the
harbour i s zero, i . e . ,
= 0

at r = R,

2TT

- 3 >

E

6o

(2.1)

The horizontal component of velocity at the port entrance i s
a function of time and space determined from the fact that

a clapotis forms outside the port entrance.

= V

o

COS

at

cosh kh

at r » R, - 3 $ e ^ 3

(2.2)

where V^ is an arbitrary velocity of reference occurring at
the surface for the entire width of the entrance,
a = ^

is the frequency of the incoming wave motion,

h is the tmiform depth of the water,
k is the wave number.
Consider
= A cosh k(2+h)F(r,e) cos at,
V
o
as the solution of v2<|>~o ^ let A = cosh kh
* • ^o ' c S h T " ^ F(r,6)cos at .

(2.3)

The generalized solution is the infinite series
00

i.e.

F (r,0) = I A J (kr)cos nS.
(2.4)
n
n n
n«0
oo
(i) « V ^ " ^ ^ W ^ ^ K o s at y A J (kr)cos n0.
ort c o s h kIrn
h
^ ^¿ ^ nn nr*
(2.5)
^

From (2.3)
H
XT cosh k(2H-h).
^ aF
^ ss V
r-r^r—^os at ^ ,
9r
o cosh kh
3r '
and the boundary conditions (2.1) and (2.2) become

i l
3r

Oatr

and

= R,

27r~6>e>ß

1 a t r = R.

dr

-

e $ e ^ 6.

From ( 2 , 4 ) ,

3r

= k y A J ' (kr)cos ne.
^^ n n
n»0

Sr

kT
A J ' ( k R ) c o s n6.
n n
n«0

When r = R,

Using F o u r i e r

analysis

7T

cos n6 de
kA J ' (kR) = ^
3r
n n
tt
-IT
2 s i n n3
mr
so

2 s i n n3
n " kn7rJ'(kR)
n

Now

j>

i.e

J'(kR)
n

so

=

J

,
r-1

(2.6)

'

- - J
X r
^ J
kR ^n*

2R s i n nß
mr (kR J , (kR) - n J „ (kR) )
n*"i
n

n

(2.7)

Using F o u r i e r a n a l y s i s Xi^hen n = 0
•ß
r2Tr-3
Oodev
de
+
2kA J ' (kR) =
O O
TT
J3
^
-3
23
IT
which gives
o

3
k7rJ'(kR) "
o

(2.8)

But

d^^(J^(kr)) = k r ( k r )
= -kJ^(kr)

so

J'(kR) = -J,(kR)
o
1

which gives

k^ = k^j^(kR) •

Now

C

9(j)

az

so using (2o5)

kV

o

^

dt

(2.9)

at 2 = 0 ,

tanh kh sin at T A J (kr)cos ne; (2.10)
n-O ^ ^

This is the wave height for any point inside the circular
harbour.

Surface velocity inside the harbour is given by
ad)
, V

o

cosh k(z+h)
cosh kh

^^ J ^ kJ'(kr)cos ne.
^Zn ^ ^

At the centre of the entrance where r = R and
u «

6=0,

V cosh k(z+h)
^ , ,,
cos at Ia k J M k R ) .
cosh kh
^ n n

But using the boundary condition (2.2) gives
Ya kJ'(kR) = I.
^ n n
Also at the centre of the entrance wave height is given by
kV
J. »
tanh kh sin at I A J (kR).
(2.11)
^
n=0 ^ ^
2.1.1

Theory of Clapotis

McNown developed a theory of clapotis to explain the
oscillations in a harbour with an opening to the sea.

The

effects of the incoming long period waves are considered on

a circular harbour.

Continuity of wave height c ^ind

horizontal transport (hu) across tha harbour mouth are r e quired,

If h i s continuous at the entrance the second con-

dition i s that the velocity u i s continuous across the entrance
i.e.

^ ^ .J
outside

Outside
Outside the entrance

= ijr

JJ

=

^inside
"inside

^^

'

ga cosh k(z-}-h)
/,
, \
K
( = ®
- ,
cc adoc + e)cos at
^
a
cosh W
and at z = Oj

a
i.e.

^

i + gc =

so

cosh kh

at = - g i

at z = 0

c = a cos(kx + e) sin at

where a i s the ampltiude of the external wave.
Now

u

ii.
ax
« - M ^ cosh k(z^h)
a
cosh kh

At the entrance3 where x = R, the standing wave i s given by
C = a cos(kR + e)sin at
and

u - - M k cosh k(z4-h) ^ ^ ^ )
a
cosn ten

(2.12)
^^^

3)

The amplitude and the surface velocity at the centre of the
entrance are the same for both the internal motion and the

^

X

Plan of baain.

Elevation at entrance

Plan and elevation of circular basin showing clapotis
or standing wave at entrance.
FIGURE 9.

external clapotis or standing wave.

Equating equations (2.11)

and (2.12) gives
kV
cos(kR+e) = —2. tanh kh T A J (kR).
n=0 ^ ^
Let

a^

i.e.

a cos(kR+e)

(2.14)

a is the maximum value of a and also
00
kV
— tanh kh y A J (kR) .
a
^^ n n
n=0

(2.15)

Equating equations (2.2) and (2.13) gives
•gak
sin (kR+e) = V .
a
o
2

Now

sin

so

'V
o
gak
a

A +

GQS

2

A = 1

fkV

—

aa

tanh kh Ta J
^ n n

1.

Using (2.14) gives
A . 2 ,

2

2

Now a^ = gk tanh kh, so
V tanh kh ^
«
(-2
^ ^2
V
rr
rt

2

a .

(2.16)

From (2.12) and (2.14), at the entrance
Cg = a^ sin at.
so a

o

is the maximum value of

Ji

the wave height at the

entrance,
V

o

is the maximum value of u at the entrance,

and a is the amplitude of the clapotis (standing wave outside
the entrance) as shown in figure

Consider an incident wave approaching the harbour
entrance parallel to the x-axis«
i.e.

Cj^ ® A sin(at-kx).

The vertical displacement of the reflected wave moving in
the opposite direction is given by
® A sin(at+kx)
and the superposition of both these progressive waves will
give a total vertical displacement of
C« 2A cos k X sin at.
This stationary wave has twice the amplitude of the incident
wave.

The standing wave at the entrance has been given by
C = a cos(kR+e) sin at,

so that the amplitude a of the clapotis is twice the amplitude
of the incident wave A, if the clapotis is completely formed.
2.1.2

Resonant Motion

For certain combinations of values of k and n the
denominator in the expressions
A
n

and
becomes zero.

A
A^
=

0

2 sin n3
kmrJ' (kR)
n
^

kiTj^(kR)

That is when,
J'(kR) = 0.
n

If the value of V^ did not approach zero also, the corresponding

value of A ^ and of the amplitude would become infinite.

For

these resonant motions the horizontal velocity at the entrance
is zero.
i.e.

u = 0
aQ = a,

and only a single term for wave height remains,
i.e.

C

- ^a t a n h kh A nJ n (kr)cos nO sin at.

Therefore at the entrance, where r = R , 6 = 0
E

« - ^ t a n h kh A J (kR) sin at
a
n n
= a^ sin at
= a sin at.

J (kr)cos n6
So CE
which gives
aJ (kr)
C = j^^kR)"
n

(2.17)

These motions are identical to those occurring in a closed
basin, studied by Lord Rayleigh except that they are considered to be excited at an opening in the wall by an external
wave.

The period of the internal movement corresponds to that

of the external wave and the amplitudes are related somewhat
less precisely by the nearly complete formation of a clapotis
at the entrance.

The motions are characterized by the number

of nodal diameters, which is equal to n, and by the nianber
of nodal circles, which is related to the wave number k =

,

From these results it can be concluded that the amplitudes
within the port can greatly exceed those of the incident waves.
Also, these movements are dependent upon the width of the
opening only in so far as the curved profile for the internal
motions differ from the horizontal profile of the incident wave.
2.1.3

NOB Resonant Motion

In the non-resonant case, that is for periods not
corresponding to natural periods of the bay, the clapotis is
incomplete and the horizontal velocity at the entrance is
periodic and no longer zero.
Consider a progressive wave at the entrance given by
Cg = a^ sin at.
ga cosh k(z+h)

Now

so

H
dK

.
s^n(kx-at)

^^ ^ cosh kCz+h)
^ ..
—
cos (kx-at) •
o
cosh kh

At the entrance x is a fixed value depending on the origin.
Therefore without loss of generality
^ =
9x

a

cosh k(zH-h)
cosh kh

^^^

Take x as the radial direction and so horizontal velocity is
given by,

u = ^
a

cosh k(z+h) ^^^ ^^
cosh kh

tr cosh
^^^ at,
as V^
, k(z»h) cos
0 cosh kh

which leads to

gak
a

kV0
— tanh kh sin at ^)r AnJ n (kr)cos n9
n=0
a^ sin at
oo

Now

«>r AnJ n (kr) cos n6 ^ ,k ^tanhi. i.kh ^ ^ga^k
0
L
n
rt
rt
n«0
but
so

gk tanh kh
k y A J (kr)cos nS
n=0
00

Ct,

(2.18)
If 3 i s small.
^ ~ i

/jQ(kr) 2Jj^(kr)cos6
^ J J W ^ J^ikR)

2J2(kr)cos2e

If R, h are fixed as J^(kR) 0, then (kR) approaches the zeros
of Jj^ but J^(kR) does not approach zero. So, for J^(kR)
approaching zero,
Cg

TT J^(kR) '

The natural o s c i l l a t i o n s in the basin will be given by
J n' (kR) = 0

Rectangular basin with entrance.
FIGURE 10

For n = O, J^CkR) = 0 will give the natural oscillations.
—TT = 1.2197,
» 2.2330,
» 3.2383,
» ...
When the frequency of the incoming waves approach a natural
frequency of the harbour, i.e. when J^dcR)

0, then wave

height at the entrance, Cg, approaches zero and so the
amplification factor, ^

, approaches infinity.

2.2 Rectangular Basin
A rectangular basin with uniform depth, h, as shown
in figure 10 is considered.

Since the fluid is assumed ideal

and the motion is induced by a regular train of incident
waves under the effect of gravity, there exists a velocity
potential which satisfies the Laplacian equation
V2(i) = 0.
If velocity potential is assumed as a function of x,y,z, and
t as
({)(x,y,z,t) == F(x,y)Z(z) sin at
where a « angular frequency .

Now on separation of the variables the Laplacian equation
becomes
FZ" + ZV^F = 0 .
The boijndary conditions for (|) are

(2.19)

1) at the surface z = 0, ^ + gc = 0 and c =
2) on the bottom z = - h .

9z

,

« 0,

3) at the vertical walls
8x
g.
rO
^ =
0

0

at X = 0, a

cosh kh

for 0 ^ y $ b

at(y - 0, 0$x<xj and X2<x$a
(y = b . Oixsa
at y ® 0, x^^x^x^.

After separating the variables in (2.19), let
=
so

(2.20)

Z'' - k^Z = 0

T^ich gives the solution
2 = A cosh (kz + B).
Applying the boundary condition at the bottom gives
Z « A cosh k(z+h)
and

4) = A cosh k(z+h)F(x,y)5/Vi at.

(2.21)

Re-define the constant A such that
^ _ A cosh k(24-h)
coshkh
From (2.20),

V '

V^f + k^F = 0

and by separating variables

where p is a constant.

Tx^o differential equations are formed.

The solution of
X" + p^X • 0
is

X « C cos px 4- D sin px

and the solution of
Y" +

-0

Is

Y « E cos/k^ -p'^y + G sin

So

F « (C cos px + D sin px) (E cos qy + G sin qy)

2

where p

+ q

2

2

• k .

Now at the vertical walls
3F
^

« 0 at X » 0,a

so

D « 0 and p « — .
¿1

i.e.

TITT
F » C cos —«:(E cos qy + G sin qy).
a

At y » b ,

9F
dy

« 0 so
G » E tan bq.

i.e.

F » C cos S22.(E cos qy + E tan bq sin qy).
a

The solution is generalized to give
F (x,y) « y B cos ^ ^ ( c o s qy + tan bq sin qy)
n
^ n
a

^

(2.22)

vThlch on differentiation gives
aF
« y B q cos 22!5.(^sin qy + tan bq cos qy)
n ^
a
The boundary conditions at the side with the entrance is

^
ay

,

X > x^ and x < Xj^

IVq, x^ ^ X $ XJ^

when y « 0, so at this boundary

3F
r „
nTTX
,
_ » ^ B^ q COS —
• tan bq.
Using Fourier analysis gives
lY

q B tan bq » —
^ n
^
a
X.

2

a

O.dx +
0

cos

niTX ,
dx

yy
nTTX J ,
v^.cos
dx +
0
a

1

2 V ^ ( s l n ^ - sin
«.J2
a—^^
nirq tan bq

so

B
n

Also»

2qB^ tan bq » —
u
a

a-

X

t

2

(2.23)

aF
3y dx
0

(2.24)

B
0 " aq tan bq

I.e.

O.dx

The v e l o c i t y p o t e n t i a l I s given by
^ « A
^

cosh kh

s i n a t I b cos 2 S ( c o s qy -f tan bq s i n qy)
n
a
(2.25)

and the wave height by
3z

dt at z « 0

— t a n h kh cos a t ^B^cos ^ ( c o s qy +
a
n ^
^
(2.26)

tan bq s i n qy)

At the entrance, when y « 0 and x^ < x < x ^ , the wave height
i s given by

r
^E

« i M t a n h kh cos a t Tb^ cos
a
^ n

mrx

Similar results for resonant and non-resonant aotlons can be
obtained for the rectangular basin with an entrance as McNown
obtained In the case of a circular basin•
2.3

Application of Procedure to Various Shapes

Consider a basin with Its shape given by y = y(x).

?rom

(2,21) the velocity potential Is given by
(|) = A cosh k(z+h)F(x,y)co8 at
o
where F satisfies V^F + k F « 0, The boundary condition Is

i.e.

In " ^

boundary y « y ( x ) .

Now

2«

ax ?B

3y 3n

1.,.
y'
«he« y - y W .
In cylindrical co-ordinates
satisfies
32F ^ F1 3F
. 1 a^F
2 _
Now X » r cos 6 and y » r sin 6 so,
^ - ^ ar
3x "" ar ax
= cos e

since r

2

-x

2

+y

2

ae ax
- I sin e Ig-.

. a ^ a a r . a a e ^ ^
and ^ = ^ ^ + ^ ^
so.

<2.2')

0.

sin e I 7 + 7CO8 e
dy ^ sin 6 dr H- r cos 6 de
dx " C08 e dr - r sin 9 de

Now

sin

e I I

+ r cos

cos 9

9

- r sin 9

Siibstituting in (2.27) gives
rsin 9 ||- + r cos e

(

cos

^cos

9

39

- r sin 9

9

1

3r

1

^

i.e.

1

^

r ^ 39

9r

39

^ o9

^ s i n

COS

n9

^

Sin 9

^

on boundary r « r(9)

(2.28)
An example tising c y l i n d r i c a l co-ordinates i s the circular
basin.

The boundary i s given by r « R where R i s a constant.

The boundary condition becomes
3r

at boundary.

This i s what would be expected, i . e . the flow normal to the
boundary at the boundary i s zero.

+

3.

THE TWO-DEiENSIONAL FLOW OSCILLATIONS OF A FLUID
IN A CLOSED SPITOLE-SHAPED BASIN
A two-dimensional flow theory has previously been

applied to a spindle basin by Hidaka (1931) as Indicated in
the introduction to this ^Aesi^ . He transformed the region
inside the spindle to the region inside a square and assumed
a variables separable solution.

A fiarther assumption of

symmetry about the main diagonal of the square caused him to
omit many possible solutions.

It will be shown here how to

solve this problem numerically and the results will be applied
to a model of Port Kembla Outer Harbour in chapter 5.
3.1

Galerkin Method for a Two-dimensional Problem

Differential equations of the type there

can be solved

using the variational method of Galerkin (e.g. Kantorovich
and Krylov (1958) and Sokolnikoff (1956)).

A summary of this

method of solution follows.
Let it be required to solve a two-dimensional differential
equation
L(a) « 0

(3.1)

in some region R under appropriate boundary conditions.
Solutions are sought in the form
n

a (x»y) • I
^

where the functions

i«l ^ ^

satisfy the boundary conditions and a^

are constants.

The set of ^ functions i s complete in the sense

continuous function f(x,y)can be approxN
imated in R by the sum I c.^. in such a way that
j«l J ^
that every

N

N
dxoiy
f - I c,*
Vii
j-1
R

can be as small as desired.

The f i n i t e sum (3.2) will
tk«. Solv/tioA oi
generally only be an approximation to^^ the equation (3.1) and
the substitution of an w i l l yield
L(a^) « e^(x,y).
If the maximum of e is small, a can be considered a
n
n
satisfactory approximation of a(x,y).

Thus

can be r e -

garded as an error function and the task i s then to select
the a^ so as to minimize e^.

If a(x,y) i s represented by
CD

i«l
th
then for the n
partial sum

the orthogonality conditions

w/// ¿c.

L(ot^)<|)^dx dy « 0, j « l , 2 , . . . n .
R
A set of n equations i s obtained by
n

a.(i>.)(|). dx dy « 0
R i«l ^ ^ J

for j «

(3.3)

to yield the values of constants a^ in the approximate solution
(3.2),

As an example, the application of the Galerkin method

to the solution of the differential equation

£ ¿ 4 . i i i x xr « n
with boundary conditions
ac « 0 at X « ± a,
dx
i l » 0 at y » ± b.
ay
will be investigated.

This is the case of long wave motion

in a closed rectangular basin with constant depth.

The

operator L is given by the differential equation L(c) • 0
-/Xe -fo

ec/

c =

- I

where ^^ satisfy the boundary conditions
and

a^ are constants.

Then the orthogonality conditions are
L(i^)()>jdS « 0,

j » 1,2,...n.

If an approximation for wave height is given by

C

Cj^ « a^ + a^x + a^y + a^x
2

.

+ a^x y + agxy

2

+ a^xy + a^y

2

3
+ a^y

and the boundary conditions are applied then

2

+ a^x

3

Al,

Therefore the f i r s t three <(> functions are
1,

3

2

X,

3
2
y -3b y .

By applying the orthogonality condition
a b
fr

ag(6x) + a^(6y)

+

3 . 2 . .

.3

M a^+a^ix -3a x ) + a^(y -3by) ^ j d x dy • 0

-a-b
for

j - 1.2,3

where (|>j " 1
3
2
® X -3a X
»

4U

three eqiiations are obtained i n the form
0
0
( a . , + Xb3j)aQ + (a,^
'32 +

32'

+ (a^^
'33 +

33' 9

The determinant of c o e f f i c i e n t s of a^, a^, a^ i s zero,
i.e.

(a2i+Xb2j)
(A33L+Xb3P (a32+Xb32) (a33+Xb33)

0

Square matrices A and B of order 3x3 are defined by
A - (-a^j)
so

|A-XB| « 0.

and

B « (b^j)

0.

Consider (A-AB)x

0 where x is the column vector of the a..
1

Now

X =

®9
(B"^A-XI)x « 0

SO

0.

i.e.

Now X are the eigen vlaues of B ^A and x are the eigen vectorsÍ
In this example 9
A

aiäd

B

f

0
0

0
24
5 a^

0
k
y
I

0

0

78
35
0

0

0
0
78 ,4
35 ^

0

0
0
78 ,6
35 ^

and so the eigen values are

,

n 28 1

^ "

28 1
13

The associated eigen vectors are

Í0
fll
0 » 1
[oj
V0 J

fo]

-

*

0
k1 /

and each corresponds to an approximation for one of the first three
modes of oscHation in the rectangular basin. The eigen values
determine X, and hence a;

the eigen vectors determine wave

height, C to within an arbitrary multiplying factor. Each unit
increase in n will produce one more degree of freedom into the
representation of the system, and so brings in one higher mode
t

In tke gtíí^cral caie witk
i^i^trues: ^ t^cÁnr A xa..

trui fcAct-CAv (or c ^ A a^vci B Jii-e Coíwípc.a.í^^

of oscillation.

The calculated periods of the modes lower

than the new one are changed by the increase and convergence of
these values usually occurs rapidly.

When there are n orthogonal

relations, approximations of true values of X are found for the
first n normal modes.

The values lead to an approximation for

the wave height C at any point (x,y) in the basin, indeterminate
to the extent of a constant factor.
3.2

Approximate Solution of the Free Oscillations in
a Spindle Basin

Let the perimeter of the spindle be given by
y^ « a(a-2x),

k

0

y^ « a(af2x),

x < 0

(3.4)

so that the distance between the vertices is a and the distance
between the points of intersection is 2a.

The equation of

motion for long waves of frequency, a, inside the basin is

(3.5)
w.tL

(t" ^

^

where F is the time-reduced velocity potential, and h is the
depth, assumed uniform.

The boundary condition at the walls

of the spindle is
(3.6)
3n
where n is the normal direction to the boundary defined in
(3,4), and perfect reflection is assumed from the vertical walls.
Under the mapping
X + iy « f(p+lq)^,

0.7)

the spindle region Is mapped into the interior of a square,
p « ±1, q = ±1, The differential equation (3,5-) is transformed
into
(3.8)
2 2

where X = k a , and the boundary condition (3.6) becomes

(3.9)
11=0.

q =

Eqiiations (3.8) and (3.9) describe an eigen-value problem which
is now solved approximately by the Galerkin method.
3.2.1

Polynomial Solution in the Square Region

A similar problem was solved by Clarke (1971) using a
polynomial approximation for wave height. Following that procedure a set of linearly independent trial functions satisfying
the boundary conditions (3.9) is
1
3
3
p -.3p , q -3q
p ^ . 2 p ^ (p^-3p) (q^-3q)
3p^•5p^ (p^-2p2) (q^-3q) , (p^-3p) (q^-2q^
2p^-3p\ (3p^-5p^) (q^-3q) , i ^ l v h i ^ ^ W ) . (p^-3p) (3q^-5q^)
etc.,
where the first function in each row is chosen in the form
. n
ap
- bp
such that it satisfies the boundary condition. These functions
are numbered as

\
2

\
3

/
^
/
/

I

/

/

/

1

\

^

/

/

/

/

/

2

A

V.
\

3
\
\

\

Hature of mapping of spindle into square showing corresponding
regions numbered the same.
FIGURE 11.

The wave height is then approximated by
n
F ^ F^ » J

.

(3.10)

To facilitate the speed of the numerical calculations it may
be observed that the (p functions can be regrouped into three
separate categories.

The first of these contains

Each of these functions is such that

and hence, due to the nature of the mapping as Illustrated in
figure 11, it will not give any possible solutions for
spindle.

in the

These functions are therefore omitted.

The second category contains
etc.,
for which the solution Fn , contains in the square region the
modal lines p « 0 and q ® 0, which correspond to the x-axis
of the spindle region.

Thus the functions determine the anti-

symmetrical modes of oscillation about the minor axis in that
region.
The third category consists of the remaining functions

Each of these functions Is an even function with respect to
both p and q.

Hence the solutions,

In the spindle represent

the synsmetrlc modes abo\it Its minor axis.
An example of this set of t r i a l functions Is

the f i r s t

of the antisymmetric modes.
3 3
3
3
•5 P q - 3p q - 3pq + 9pq.
The wave height Is approximated by
F - F^ - a^(p\^-3pV3pq^+9pq)
and the operator L gives

»aj^iepq^-fep V36pq+X (p^+q^) (p\^-3pV^pq^+^pq) >
The orthogonality condition (3.3)
1 1

{ (6pq^-36pq4.6p V ^ (p^+q^) (p\^-3p V3pq^+9pq)) (p\^-3p V3pq^
-1-1

gives

+9pq)}dpdq « 0
X »4.56.
3.2.2 Polynomial Form of the Solution In the First
Quadrant of the Square Region
The transformation as used In 3.2.1 Is not a 1:1 mapping.

If this transformation was modified so that a 1:1 mapping Is
used then better approximations might result.

The antisymmetric

modes w i l l be considered so that the f i r s t member of this class
can be compared with the f i r s t approximation found In 3.2.1.

X

Nature of 1:1 mapping of half spindle region into the
first quadrant of square region.
FIGURE 12.

Consider the top half of the spindle transformed Into
the first quadrant of the square region as shown in figure 12»
Let
2
2
F « F^ » a^+a2p+a^q+a^p +a^pq+a^q
with the boundary conditions
F^ » 0 at p « 0 and q » 0
3F
^

» 0 at p » 1

3F

0 at q - 1.

This gives the first (|> function as
2 2
2
2
p q - 2p q - 2pq + 4pq
2 2
2
2
Fj^ = a^(p q -2p q-2pq +4pq).

so

After applying the orthogonality condition
ra^F,

a^F

2

2

aq0 0
the eigen-value is obtained as
X

«

828.

This result is not as accurate as the result found in 3.2.1 for
the polynomial solution in the complete square region.
3.2.3

Trigonometric Solution in the Square Region

A set of trigonometric functions describing S3nnmetric
modes and satisfying bomdary conditions (3.9) is

cos irp, cos irq
cos 2Trp, cos irp cos -rrq, cos 2Trq
cos Sirp, cos 27rp cos irq, cos Trp cos 27rq, cos Sirq,
etc.
A second Independent set of functions also satisfying the boundary
conditions and describing antisymmetric modes is
sin I E s i n ^
sin

sin ^ , sin ^ sin

sin
etc.

sin

sin ^

^

sin

sin^l* sin

Consider the f i r s t function of the antisymmetric class
« sin ^ sin ^
F « Fj^ « aj^ sin ^ sin ^ .
The nodes of the oscillation are given by F - 0
i.e.
sin I E sin ^ - 0 .
The only solutions for -1 $ p ^ 1 and -1 ^ q $ 1 are
p « 0 and q » 0.
Both these solutions transform by (3.7) to give y = 0 which i s
the nodal pattern for the f i r s t antisymmetric mode.
Applying the orthogonality condition
W

9

-1-1

t(Fj)<i)^dpdq « 0

where K F ^ - ^a^ ^

sin

sin ^

+ ^ ( p2.W )2,^ ^ sin

sin

^

gives
{(-Sj i j sin I | sin ^

+ X

^ I n ^fXaln ^ i n
2
2
dpdq " 0

-1-1
. w2 . «

i.e.
80

X

•

2

- 0

4.6037.

Again this result is not as accurate as that obtained in
section 2.2.1, Thus the poljmomial approximation for the complete
square region will be used to obtain solutions for seiche motion
in a spindle basin.
3.3

Numerical Results for the Closed Spindle Basin

The approximate solutions to the first six modes of
oscillation of the antisymmetric class were calculated using
the first ten ^ functions in that category as given in section
3.2.1.
i.e.

( p^-3p)( q^-3q )

- p\^-3pV3pq^+9pq

(5p^-7p^) (q3-.3q)

- 5p^^~15p^q-7p\^-f21p\

( p^-3p) (5q^-7q^) « 5p\^-7p V-15pq^+21pq^
etc.
Successive approximations to the eigen-values with 3,6, and 10

trial ftmctions are given in table I.

The corresponding eigen-

vectors are given in table II•
2 2

No. of

Functions

Eigen values X « k a

3

4.482124

26.7222

31.2121

6

4.481762

26.7025

26.7165

70.982

76.699

89.054

10

4.481758

26.6652

26.6656

65.895

66.755

74.051

Table I.

Successive approxijaations to the eigen-values,
expressed in terms of frequency, a, for the first
• \

six antisymmetric modes in a spindle basin.
The first ten modes for the symmetric class were calculated
approximately using the first fifteen <(> functions in that category
given in section 3.2.1.
i.e.

1,

3p®-4p^

3q -4q ,
etc.

Eigen-value

- 5 . 798 -1.157

-1.158

•5
0.058 - 0 . 240

0.022

0.020

^0
0.033

®6
0.058

®7

•8

0e032

26.6652

0. 644

1.544

-0.836

Oe541 -I.791 -0.866 -0.090 -0.525

0.182

0.487

26.6656

2. 169

4.250

-1.868

1.259

- 6 . 029 -2.355 -0.076 - 1 . 4 8 3

0.329

1.410

65.895

0

-2.005

2.005

1.710

- 0 . 001 -1.710 -1.339

4,686 -4.686

1.339

66.755

0. 005

Oc 108

0.097

0,508

- 2 . 175 0.513 -0.301

0.845

0.815 -0.288

74.051

I . 608

1-310

1.318 - 3 . 9 5 1

- 6 . 079 -3,955

4,805

4.827

0,285

Table II, Eigen-vectors corresponding to the first ten antisymmetric
modes in a spindle basin.

0.277

Table III gives the successive approximations to the elgen-values
using 3^6,10 and 15 trial functions.

The function

on its

own, leads to a trivial solution with eigen-value zero and is
omitted from the table.

The corresponding eigen-vectors are

given in Table IV for the first ten eigen-values using the first
15 ^ functions.
2 2

No. of <j> functions

Eigen-values X = k a

3

13.3783 20.2631

6

13.3288 13.3741 47.515 62.182 88.413

10

13.3086 13.3086 44.208 46.135 49.552 103.51 134.55 151.12 236.6

15

13.3073 13.3073 43.984 43.996 48.771 97.66

Table III.

98.68 103.86 108 ^

Successive approximations to the eigen-values,
expressed in terms of frequency, a, for the first
ten symmetric modes in a spindle basin.

Of the preceding 15 modes of oscillations only 3 were obtained
by Hidaka (1931).

His corresponding values for X were 4.448 and

73.376 in the antisymmetric class and 48.692 in the symmetric class.
Table V compares these values with the corresponding Galerkin values
and also with the correct analytic values which Hidaka showed to
3
be four times the square of the zeros of J^ with v « - in the
3
antisymmetric class and v »
in the symmetric class.

falZ'

13,3073
13.3073
43.984
43.996
48.771
97.66
98,68
103.86
108.16

^^
2.812-6.257 6,323-2.609-5.899
2.812 6.323 -6.257 1.764 -5.899
0.079 -0.303 -0.068 -0.533 -4.864
-0.022 0.490 -0.391 1.346 1,297
-1.593 0.182 0.181 -2.780 0.777
-0.175 0.214 0.221 -2.344 -2.352
0
0.019-0.019 0,316 0
0
-1.967 1.967 -0.090 0
0.046 0.095 -0.094 0.206 -1.853
Table IV.

1.764 0.385-3.269-1.753-0.500
-2.609 -0.500 -1.753 -3.269 0.385
0.151 -0.971 -3.201 1.354 -1.646
-1.245 -0,924 8.860 -8.368 1.621
-2.779 -0.375 -0.970 -0.967 -0.374
-2.350 3.520 4.038 3.978 3.501
-0.316-0.903-2.443 2.443 0.903
0.090 2.934 -4.958 4.958 -2.934
0.204 -0.023 2.210 2.204 -0.024

«15
0.044
-0.047
0.441
0.442
0.437
-2.026
0.479
-0.382
-0.024

0.385-0.233
1.005 -0.233
-1.239 9.505
-1.121 -2.556
0.687-4.313
-6,979 6.633
1.477 0
6.247 0
-0,483 -1.616

Eigen-vectors corresponding to the first nine eigen-values in
the synBDetric class using the first fifteen trial functions.

1.001-0.047
0.385 0.044
-2.062 0.762
2.003 -0.762
0.685 0.436
-6.944 -2.011
-1.477-0,479
-6,247 0.382
-1.616 -0,036

(1)

X - 4.481758

(ii)

X •

26.6652

(Hi)

A « 26.6656
2 2

The first three antisymmetric modes in a spindle basin of uniform depth» with X
using ten trial

functions.
FIGURE 13.

k a ,

\
\

\

X
/\

\

\ X
V
\

\

\

(1) X • 65.895

(11) X - 66.755

(111) X - 74.051

th« second three antisymmetric modes In a spindle basin of tmlform depth, with
X • k2a2 , using ten trial functions.
FIGURE lA.

(1) X • 13.3073

(11) X - 13.3073

vector « u,

vector - u.

(ill) X - 43,984
2 2

The first three symmetric modes In a spindle basin of uniform depth, with X •
fifteen trial fimetlons.
FIGlfRE 15.

using

(i) X - 43.996

(il) X - A8.771

(lii) X • 97.66
2 2

The second three symmetric modes in a spindle basin of uniform depth, with X •• k'a",
using fifteen trial functions.
FIGURE 16.

(li) X - 103,86

(ill)

X - 108.16

2 2

The third three syomietrlc modes in a spindle basin of uniform depth, with X •• k a , using
fifteen trial functions.
FIGURE 17.

Hidaka

4.448

73.376

48.692

Galerkin

4.481758 74.051

48.771

Analytic

4.481759 73.41247

48.74856

2 2

Table V. Values of X « k a

for a spindle basin as

computed by (1) Hidaka, (11) Galerkin method,
and (ill) four times the square of zeros of J^.
The Galerkin method has yielded eigen-values with excellent
agreement at the lowest mode but having an error of 0.5% for
the sixth mode in the antisymmetric class, due to that value
being only a second approximation in the method.
The wave heights in the square region are found from (3.10)
where the a^ are the eigen-vectors of B^^A.

They are then trans-

formed to the spindle by (3.7). Necessarily, these wave heights
contain an arbitrary multiplicative constant. Nodal lines are
given by zero wave height and these are shown in Figures 13 and
14 for the antisymmetric modes and Figures 15, 16 and 17 for the
symmetric modes.
It is clear from the Tables X and III that there are degenerate
elgen-values but it is not clear how many.

These elgen-values

are successive approximations from above to the true values
(Kantorovlch and Krylov 1964:261), and as such contain some
errors.

In Table I the two values 26.6652 and 26.6656 may be

taken as equal, but the next two values 65.895 and 66.755 differ

by an amount which is sufficient to raise doubts on their
possible equality.

However they are assumed here to be approx-

imations of equal eigen-values and this assumption is based
on two premises.

Firstly, the two previo\is approximations of

these values, viz. 70.98 and 76,70, yield completely different
nodal curves, and secondly, the nodal curves for 76.70 are not
symmetric about the y-axis.

Further confirmation may be found

in Courant and Hilbert (1953:302).

It should be noted that the

eigen-value 74.051 cannot be degenerate with the values 65.895
and 66.755 as the nodal curves for this root conform to the
analytic solution 73.412, which is therefore a lower bound for the
eigen-value.
In Table I I I the first two eigen-values are obviously degenerate.

A similar argument to that for Table I applies to

the two pairs of eigen-values 43.984 and 43.996, and 97.66 and
98.68.

They are assumed to be approximations of two degenerate

pairs.

The value 48.771 cannot be degenerate with 43.984 and

43.996 as it conforms to one of Hidaka's analytic solutions and
hence has a lower bound of 48.749.

Finally there is insufficient

evidence to conclude degeneracy or otherwise with the values
103.86 and 108.16.
The importance of the degenerate pairs lias in the infinite
number of possible solutions for each pair.

The particular mode

to be excited would be that one which is compatible with the
exciting force.

Parabola y^ • a(a-kx) used as part of the perimeter
for a general spindle-shaped basin*
FIGURE 18.

3,4

The General Spindle-Shaped Basin

In section 3.2 the shape

by

2
y

» a(a-2x) ^

y 2 « a(arf2x)

and

o
^^c < o

was tised as the perimeter of the basin«
focal lengths of

These parabola? have

A general spindle-shape would be formed

by the intersection of two parabolas with focal length other than
5.
2*
2
Consider a parabola y

« a(a-kx) as shown in figure 18.

When the transformation
a, 2 2v
X » j-ip -q )
apq
is applied to the parabolas
2
y

» a(a-kx)
2

y
then the operator becomes

1

= a(a+kx)
2

^^ 2
p +q

2v .
3p
^

,,2

2
^2. 2
p +q

2,
3q

The transformation of the differential equation (3.5) would be
solved in a similar way to the solution of (3.8).

The same

functions could be used and computing time would not be drastically

lengthened.

More time would be needed to compute the matrices

A and B but the lengthy part, i , e . the computation of the eigenvalues and eigen vectors, would not be altered.

This problem

would not be any more difficult to program than the one completed as the changes involved would only mean more functions
had 'fcbe read in and operated on.

The loss of accuracy as a

resxilt of extra computations in calculating the matrices A and
B would only involve a minor amoxmt.

Spindle basin with an entrance of width 2b.
FIGURE 19.

Square region transformed from the spindle basin
with an entrance shewn in figure 19*

FIGURE 20,

4,

THETOO-DIMENSIONALFLOW OSCILLATIONS OF A FLUID IN A
SPINDLE-^SHAPED BASIN WITH AN ENTRANCE
A spindle-shaped basin similar to the one considered in

chapter 3 vill now be modified to include an entrance.

This

modification will involve changes in the boundary conditions
when the spindle region is mapped into a square region.

Resonant

and non-resonant motions in the basin will then be considered.
4.1

Boundary Conditions in the Transformed Region

A spindle-shaped basin with an entrance of width 2b, as
shown in figure 19, will be considered.

At the centre of the

entrance where x « j , y = 0 let the velocity be given by:

i*®*

3(j) „
^-^o

^ cosh k(z-fh)
^
"SSshkh

^JL m V
9X
O '

iTfei/io^i
0 '

(4.1)

After the transformation
X « jip -q )
(4.2)
apq
has been applied to the spindle-region with an entrance, a
2b
square region with two opposite entrances, of width —
obtained.
Now

This is shown in figure 20.
^ «
^ +
^
ap
3x ap
3y ap
3F

, 3F

, is

At the centre of the entrance of the square basin where p ® 1,
q • 0
3F
ap

Va
o

and where p « - 1 , q « 0

The boundary conditions for the spindle basin when transformed
into a square basin using the transformation (4.2) are

f - ^ V
aiF
3q

forp«±l,.|<q<|,

(4.3)

for q • ±1.

The differential equation,
F

pp

+ F

qq

+ k^a^(p^+q^)F « 0

w i l l be solved using the Galerkin method and new trial functions
are defined to satisfy the boundary conditions,
for q ^ ~Z and q $ - ra i P = ' '
n
i.e.
(4.4)
F •
aV p'

where

F « I a. (().
n
i i

satisfies the conditions that the f i r s t derivative i s zero at
the boundaries p « ±1 and q « ±1.
are

11
L(G )4>.dpdq « 0 ,
n J
-i-i

The orthogonality relations

j « l,2,...,n,

1

-b/a
dq

i . e .
-1

L(Fn

+

+

—

d

q

-b/a

-1

L(F

^

)(i).dq 'dp
J

*

0,

j

»

1»2,...

,n.

b/a
aV

a V ^
Now

so

n

the

+

- I ' i V

2

orthogonality

+

aV^

relation

1 1

k ^ a ^ ( p ^ V )

— |

becomes
aV

L(F^)<j)jdpdq

p^

2 2(,p ^ 4 q ^ ) - - 5 ^ ) ( i > j d q d p

(aV^+k a

+

«

0,

j » l , 2 , . . . n

00

00

(-A +

I . e .

where

+

p^

A

and

the

B

jth

are

the

XB)x

matrices

component

of

used

Is
~

«-(I^

In

given

4- X l 2 ) a V ^

(4.5)

3.3,

by

b/a
dq

J

dp

00

and

the

jth

component

of

Is
"'l
f

(1

)

given

by

b/a
f

•

2

"

2v

'

2

-

dq

dp.

00
Selected

values

of

the

scaled
X

corresponding

of

the

the

b a s m

column

to

are

«

different

applied

vectors

of

to

wave

frequency

the

wave

motions

orthogonality

a^,

ot.
»

squared

(ka)^

coefflents

X

number

aV.

a

n

is^ere

at

the

relation

entrance

(4.5)

and

Entrance
Clapotls or standing wave at the entrance to the
baaln.
FIGURE 21.

are computed.

Using these computed coefficients, a^, a scaled

value of time reduced velocity potential, Z

, is calculated

for any position (x,y) in the spindle basin,
l.e,

Z^^y - E
(A.6)

4.2

Wave Heights for Resonant and Non-resonant Motions

The wave height outside the entrance of the spindle basin
given by
5 « 6 cos kK sin at
where 6 is the amplitude of the clapotis.

The value of 6 is

twice the amplitude of the progressive wave in the open ccean.
the entrance
r 3B 6 cos kx- sin at.
o
1
Inside the spindle basin let,
^ « C* sin at,
so at the entrance
C
^o »

o sin at,
*

where C* is the maximum value of wave height at the entrance
o
(4.7)
i.e.
» ^ cos kx^,
as shown in figure 21.
Consider the horizontal acceleration in the x direction
outside the basin.
" "

® 3x
g^k sin kx sin ot.

At

Integrating with respect to t gives the horizontal velocity
u » ^
. a^ sin kx cos at
and 80 at the entrance
u « ^ ^ sin kx- cos at.
a
1
But, from ( 4 . 1 ) , at the entrance
u » V cos at
o
where V^ i s the velocity of a fluid particle at the entrance
and hence
V -SiiLsinkx,.
o
a
i

(4.8 )

By eliminating x^^ from (4.7) and (4.8 ) ,
fV

gkj

«

«

which corresponds to McNown's equation (2.16).

(4,9 )
At resonance

the horizontal velocity at the entrance of the port i s zero,
80

V^ = 0,

i.e.

C* «

The resonant motions are identical to those occurring in the
closed spindle-shaped basin, except that they are considered to
be excited at the entrance by an external TOve.
Now the velocity potential i s given by
^ , ^ cosh k(i
cos at,
cosh kh
and at the free surface where z « 0,
+ gC « 0,

(4.10)

-aF sin at + g? « 0.
The wave height at any point inside the basin i s given by
C * ~ F sin at,
S

and the time independent wave height i s given by
(4,11)
Using the scaled value of the time reduced velocity potential
computed for a position at the middle of the entrance of the
spindle-shaped basin,

o>

given in (4.6), the value of

the time reduced wave height for this same position i s
o

g

o

Z

(4.12)

a/2,0

Eliminating aV^ from eqiiations (4. 9) anc^ (4.12.)

^o' '
I.e.

-

5* >

l^aW
L .

Now the wave height at any position in the basin for a particular
value of X applied through the entrance i s given by
aaV.Z
0
C*
8

where Z

i s the computed value for this position, as given in

(4. li>.
From (4. 9 ) and (4a2 )

and so by substitution,

¡^
C*

^

5- .

(4.14 )

(ill) X - 9

^.a/2.0 -

Zo.a

0.38
2 2

Nodal patterns produced by the application of certain valties of X » k a
basin of uniform depth showing values of the computed Z

*

FIGURE 22.

*y

at the entrance to a spindle

at selected positions,

(1) X - 13.3

(il) X - 13.6

(ill) X - 26.71

2 2
Nodal psttcrns produced by the application of certain values of X - k a at the entrance
to a spindle basin of miform depth showing values of the computed Z^ ^ at selected
positions.
FIGURE 23.

(iii) X - 47

(ii) X - 46
Nodal patterns produced by the application of certain values of X
to a spindle basin of uniform depth*

FIGURE 24.

2 2

k a

at the entrance

(1) X - 49

(iii) X • 49.6

(ii) X - A9,552

Nodal patterns produced by the application of certain values of X
entrance to a spindle basin of uniform depth.
FIGURE 25.

2

1

k^tL at the

(1) A - 50

(11) A • 55

Nodal patterns produced by the amplification of certain values of X
the entrance to a spindle basin of uniform depth*
FIGURE 26.

2 2

k^a^ at the

(il) X - 123

(1) X • 98.5

Nodal patterns produced by the aoipllfication of certain values
2 2
of X • k a at the entrance to a spindle basin of uniform depth.
riGURE 27.

For a node at the entrance the wave height Is

- 0,
so from equation (4. 9 ),
fi -

V

,

(4.15)

and from (4.12),
^2.0 =
Sxibstituting into (4, 14) gives, for a node at the entrance.

Near resonance the computed value
and so

q app^^oaches infinity

approaches 6. The equation (4.5) has a singularity

at resonance and so using a resonant value of X would cause
computer overflow.

Thus only values of X near resonance were

considered and these yielded large computed Z
4.3

\dues.

Ntcnerical Results for the Open Spindle Basin

From Table I the normal antisymmetric modes of oscillation
in a closed spindle basin, using six trial functions, are found
22
at the following values of X = k a :
4.481762,

26.7025,

26.7165,

70.982,

76.699,

89.554.

Figures 22, 23 and 26 show that when 4.48, 26.71 and 75 were
used as values of X no unustial changes were noticed.

These

roots are all close to resonant frequencies in the antisymmetric
class and the results support the findings of McNown and Danel
(1952) who stated that a nodal line cannot terminate at the
entrance.

This supports the view that only resonant modes

in which the oscillations are symmetrical about the x-axis can

be excited in a basin of this shape.
From Table I I I the normal symmetric modes of oscillation
in a closed spindle basin using ten t r i a l ftmctions are found
at the following values of X:
13.3086,

13.3086,

44.208,

46.135,

49.552,

103.51, 134.55.

When A values close to these resonant frequencies were used
some interesting e f f e c t s were noticed.

The values 13.3 and

13.6 are considered as they are both near two degenerate modes
at X « 13.3086.

The nodal patterns as shown in figure 23 alter

only slightly although there has been a shift in phase.

The

values f o r wave height in the basin, when an external wave with
an amplitude of 1 f t . i s incident at the entrance, are low as
shown by the sample of va/ues in Table VI.

I t can be seen that

the wave height at the centre of the entrance i s 2 f t . which i s
the same as the amplitude of the clapotis ( i . e . twice the amplitude
of the incident wave).
Zx,y

C*

Centre of entrance

32.52

2

Top extremity

17.67

1.086

8.10

0.498

13.37

0.8222

Centre
Vertex opposite entrance
Table VI.

Computed scaled value for velocity potential
and actual wave height in feet when X « 13.3
for an external wave with amplitude of 1 f t .
being incident at the entrance.

For values of A up to 26.71 there was very l i t t l e change
In the nodal patterns but for X « 45, 46, 47, 49, 49.552 there
are radical changes in the nodal patterns.

In this frequency

range there are degenerate roots 44.208 and 46.135 and another
root 49.552.

Amplification of the wave height of the incident

wave from the outside ocean occurs in each of these cases a l though the greatest amplifications c^^e when X « 45 and 49.6 as
shown in Table VII.
X»45

X«49.6

Centre of entrance

1.976

1.99

Top extremity

8.037

9.053

Centre

1.919

9.977

Vertex opposite entrance
Table VII.

14.80

4.094

Wave heights given in feet when X * 45 and
49.6 for several positions in the spindle
basin due to an external wave with amplitude
1 f t . incident at the entrance.

For X » 98.5 the wave height at the entrance i s very small
and so the nodal pattern resembles one with a node approximately
at the entrance.

The wave height at a point directly opposite

the centre of the entrance for an external incident wave of
amplitude 1 f t . was found to be 9.904 f t .

Similar nodal patterns

where a node exists approximately at the entrance were found
for X » 2.97 and 30.67.

When X « 2.97 there is no amplification

of wave heights in the basin but when X « 30,67 some amplification
did occur.

No conclusions can be reached for the nodal pattern

given when X « 123 (figure 27) as this approximation is outside
the range of reasonable accuracy of the Galerkln method with
10 trial fractions.

INNER
HARBOUR

Scale: 800* « I"

PORT KEMBLA OUTER HARBOUR
FIGURE 28.

5,

PORT KEMBLA OPTER HARBOUR
Port Kembla Harbour is sittiated on the east coast of

Aiistralia about 50 miles south of Sydney. The Outer Harbour
(figure 28) is approximately one mile long and a little over
half a mile in width. Although the entrance is seemingly
protected the harbotir is well known for excessive range action
during periods of storm activity. Lucas (1962) refers to an
average loss of 10 working days per year. That article reports
on model studies carried out by the Department of Public
Works, New South Wales, on the Inner Harbour.
5.1 Mathematical Model
In Chapter 3 of this paper the first 15 resonant modes
of oscillation in a Spindle-shaped' basin were given using
two-dimensional flow theory. This shape can be taken as a
model for Port Kembla Outer Harbour, Such a mathematical model
was discussed by Clarke (1971b) when he applied a one-dimensional
flow theory to the Outer Harbour, comparing the frequencies of
longitudinal oscillations in the model with those obtained from
the numerical solution of the corresponding long wave equation
for the actual harbour shape and profile. The two sets of
solutions were found by the Galerkin method (Clarke, 1968) and
agreed within ±2% for the first five longitudinal harmonics.
In the spindle model for the Outer Harbour the parameter of
equation (3.4) is a « 2800 ft. and the xmiform depth is 31 ft.

(i) X - A.481758

(ii) X - 13.3073

(ill) X - 26.6656

Conparlson of the nodal patterns for the ntsaerical solutions using the spindle approximation
in one-dimensional flow (dotted lines) and two-dimensional flow (firm lines). Values of
ny
X - k a (two dimensional flow) are given.
FIGURE 29.

(1)

(11) X - 66.755

X - 43.98A

Comparison of the nodal patterns for the ntmerlcal solutions usingtiie spindle approximation
In one-dlmenslonal flow (dotted lines) and tvo*dlmenslonal flow (firm l i n e s ) .
X •

7 2
k a

for two dimensional flow are given.
FIGURE 30.

Values of

Thus the periods of the resonant modes of oscillation may be
calculated from the eigen-values in Tables I and I I I using

T =

2Tra

'

.

Agh
These are listed in Table V I I I .

Antisymmetric

263,8

108.2

108.2

68.6

68.4

64.9

Symmetric

153.1

153.1

84.2

84.2

80.0

56.5 5 6 . 2 5 4 . 8 5 3 . 7

Table V I I I .

Periods (sees.) of resonant modes in the
spindle model of Port Kembla Outer Harbour.

An examination of the two-dimensional modes in figures 13
and 17, with due regard to the degenerate groups, allows the
identification of the five modes which closely correspond to
the first five modes of a one-dimensional flow analysis.

The

periods of these are compared in Table I X , with those obtained
by Clarke (1971b) who listed two sets of solutions, the first being
a numerical solution of the one-dimensional flew equation using
the actual profile of the Outer Harbour and the second being a
numerical solution of the spindle approximation.

Figures 29 and

30 show the comparison of the nodal patterns for the numerical
solutions using the spindle approximation in one-dimensional flow
and two-dimensional flow treatments.

Harnonic

1st

2nd

3rd

4 th

5th

(a)

255.9

147.8

105.7

80.8

65.2

(b)

261.1

148.2

104.2

80.7

66.0

(c)

263.8

153.1

108.2

84.2

68.4

Table IX.

Comparison of the periods (sees.) of resonant
longitudinal modes in (a) one-dimensional flow
treatment using the actual Harbour profile,
(b) one-dimensional flow treatment using the
spindle approximation, and (c) two-dimensional
flow treatment using the spindle approximation.

5.2

Resonant Oscillations

In the practical application of the possible resonant
oscillations in Port Kembla Outer Harbour it is necessary to
consider how these may be excited so that large horizontal ranging is experienced.

The most likely cause would be long wave

activity in the nearby ocean.

The position of the entrance

immediately cancels out the antisymmetrical modes as these have
a nodal line at right angles to the entrance.

When the long

waves are reflected from the harbour walls and out through
the entrance they will form a clapotis, or resonant standing
wave system, outside the harbour.

Thus the symmetric modes

will be excited when the clapotis is such that an antinode
forms at the entrance.

(1) vector u^ + u^

^«c«^«^«' "

Two other posBltte modes of oscillation in the spindle basin for
degenerate X - 13.3073, The eigen-vectors u^ and u^ are those
in figure 15.
FIGURE 31.

^

^

The first node that could be excited is the first symmetric
node which has a period of 153.1 seconds. The Department of
Putblic Works» New South Wales, has taken long wave measurements
from No. 6 Jetty and at the entrance to the Inner Harbour and
on 9,4.64 reported periods of 150 and 160 seconds. This mode
however has an infinity of possible nodes, two of which are
illustrated in Figure 15, (i) and (ii), and a further two in
Figure 31. For the former pair the wave height at the Inner
Harbour entrance is calculated as 0.6 times the height at the
Outer Harbour entrance. The factor is obviously zero for the
third illustration, but is 1.8 for the fourth one. Hence, for
the latter resonant mode, a progressive wave of the same period
and of height 1 ft. in the open ocean will have a height of 3.6 ft.
at the Inner Harbour entrance. Similarly the resonant mode
corresponding to the eigen-value 43.984, i.e. a period of 84.2
seconds, would magnify the ocean wave to a height of 3 ft. at
the Inner Harbour entrance.
The relevance of these factors is in the forcing function
which is created at the Inner Harbour entrance. Lucas (1962)
reports that under model studies the first berth inside the
Inner Harbour is untenable on occasions. This situation is
probably caused by large amplitude oscillations at the Inner
Harbour entrance. The worst conditions in the Lucas model were
experienced at periods of 56 to 58 seconds. Here it has been

shown that symmetric resonant oscillations exist at 56 seconds,
and these belong to a degenerate group. For the mode corresponding
to the eigen-value 97.66, i.e. a period of 56.5 seconds, the 1 ft.
ocean wave increases to 2.3 ft. at the Inner Harbour entrance,
which is not extreme. However it is possible that another mode
of this degenerate group may be excited where the magnification
is greater.
Finally, the mode corresponding to the eigen-value 108.16,
i.e. a period of 53.7 seconds, has a magnification figure of 34 at
the Inner Harbour entrance. This large factor is caused by the
formation of a nodal loop which passes close to the harbour
entrance and it is expected that this would make the mode
difficult to excite.
5.3 Non-Resonant Oscillations
It was stated in section 5.2 that the most likely cause of
large range action in Port Kembla Outer Harbour is the action of
long waves incident at the entrance. Non-resonant oscillations
in the Outer Harbotn: are considered from the numerical results
obtained in 4.3 for the mathematical model. The fraction 0.2
of the width of the major axis is a good approximation for the
width of the entrance of Port Kembla Outer Harbour. Only
symmetrical modes of oscillation for which nodal lines do not
terminate at the entrance are possible as shown in figures 22 to 27

X

1

2.97

9

13.6

25

30.67 45

49.6

55

81

98.5

123

T(secs) 558.6 324.1 186.2 151.5 111.8 100.9 83.28 79.32 75.32 62.07 56.28 50.3?
Cg(ft.) 0.481 0

1.614 1.999 1.449 0

Table X.

1.976 1.99

1.984 1.938 0

1.96^

Effect on wave height at the centre of the entrance
for the incidence of long period waves at the
entrance with amplitude 1ft.

X

1

2.97

9

13.6

30.67 45

49.6

55

81

98.5

102

123

T(secs) 558.6 324.1 186.2 151.5 100.9 83.28 79.32 75.32 62.07 56.28 55.31 50.37
Cj(ft.)0.7377 0.7006 1.243 1.286 3.652 8.037 9.053 1.105 0.9734 4.439 0.4278 1.841
Table XI.

Effect on wave height at the entrance to the
Inner Harboxxr for the incidence of long period
waves at the entrance of the Outer Harbour with
amplitude 1 ft.

X

1

2.97

9

13.6

30.67 45

49.6

55

81

98.5

102

123

T(8ecs) 558.6 324.1 186.2 151.5 100.9 83.28 79.32 75.32 62.07 56.28 55,31 50.37
i;*

0.4623 0 . 0 9 W 0.5123 0.5883 0.9247 1.919 9.977 0.1471 0.2236 0.8517 a0720l 0.3137
Table X I I .

Effects on wave height at the centre of the
Outer Harbour for the incidence of long period
waves at the entrance with amplitude 1 ft.

^

1

2.97

9

13.6

30.67 45

49.6

55

81

98.5

102

123

T(secs) 558.6 324.1 186.2 151.5 100.9 83.28 79.32 75.32 62.07 56.28 55.31 50.37
^ * ( f t . ) 0.681 0.5715 0.5123 0.5883 0.372 14.80 4.094 0.2534 0.5392 9.904 2.889 0.07625
Table XIII.

Effect on wave height at a position directly opposite
the entrance of the Outer Harbour for the incidence
of long period waves at the entrance with amplitude 1ft.
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Energy produced at the entrance to the Outer Harbour for a unit
forcing function.
FIGURE 32.
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function.
FIGURE 35.

The size of oscillations at the entrance to the Inner
Harbour is important as this effects the range action in the
Inner Harbour itself.

Table XI shows that the greater amplitudes

are produced at periods near 83.28, 79.32 and 56.28 sees.
It is of interest to note that three solutions have been
found where a node occurs at the entrance.

The corresponding

periods are 324.1, 100.9 and 56.28 sees., (Table X) and have
an increasing magnification at the Inner Harbour entrance as
the period decreases, (Table X I ) .

Figures 32 to 35 show graphs

comparing energy produced at four different positions in the
Outer Harbour with the period of a unit forcing function from
the open ocean.

The dotted lines Indicate the resonant fre-

quencies of the symmetric modes for the spindle model.

At the

entrance of the Inner Harbour (figure 33) the greatest energy
is produced close to two resonant symmetric modes of oscillation,
i . e . A « 44.208 and 49.552, and a large amount of energy is
also produced at two modes of oscillation which have nodes at
the entrance, i . e . , A « 30.67 and 98.5.

The largest amounts

of energy, for a position in the Outer Harbour directly opposite
the entrance of this harbour (figure 35), are produced at two
periods:

(1) close to the period of a symmetric resonant mode

of oscillation, i . e . , A « 44.208 (11) at a mode of oscillation
with a node at the entrance. I . e . , A « 98.5.

A large amount of

energy is also produced close to another symmetric resonant mode

E
Energy density
at wave nuebei
k

Energy density at
a position in the
Outer Harbour
"Back box'

FIGURE 36.

of oscillation, i.e. X « 49.552, for this same position opposite
the entrance. What has been achieved here is a *hlack box' to
which an energy density of a forcing function can be applied
and then the energy density for any particular position inside
the Outer Harboin: can be obtained. The 'black box', as illustrated
in figure 36, is defined by the geometry of the harbour which
in this case is the mathematical model used«
5.4 Variation of Entrance Width
The approximation for the width of the entrance to the
Outer Harbour that has been used is 0.2 of the width of the
major axis of the spindle. An important investigation in relation
to the Outer Harbour is to determine the effect of varying the
entrance width. This is of particular interest because of the
concept of Harbour Paradox put forward by Miles and Münk (1961).
Widths of 0.1 and 0.3 of the width of the major axis have been
considered and then compared with the results obtained in 5.3. In
the majority of cases the nodal patterns are only slightly altered
and there is no marked change in wave heights when a wave of
amplitude 1 ft, is incident at the entrance. An example is shown
in figure 37 for X«13,3 which corresponds to a period in the Outer
Harbour of 153.2 sees. Here the wave heights at the entrance to
the Inner Harbour for the three widths, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 are
(i) 1.095, (ii) 1.086 and (iii) 1,071 ft. respectively. For
X»49.6 which corresponds to a wave period of 79.32 seconds in

(i)

(Ii)

(Iii)

Nodal patterns produced when X » 13.3 for entrance widths of (i) 0.I» (11) 0.2, and
(ill) 0.3 of the length of the major axis of the spindle.

FIGURE 37.

(ill)
Nodal patterns produced when X

A9.6 for entrance widths of (1) 0.1, (ii) 0.2^ (ill) 0.3

of the length of the major axis of the spindle
FIGURE 38.

(i)

(11)

(Hi)

Nodal patterns produced when X «• 98.5 f o r entrance widths of (1) 0 , 2 , (11) 0 . 2 , (111) 0.3
for the length of the major axis of the spindle.
FIGURE 39.

the Outer Harbour there is a complete shift of nodal lines
(figure 38),

The wave heights at the entrance to the Inner

Harbour for three widths, 0 . 1 , 0.2 and 0.3 are (i) 6.275,
(ii) 9.053 and ( i i i ) 4.403 ft. respectively.

Figure 39 shows

the changes in nodal lines for a wave period of 56.28 sees.
The wave heights at the entrance to the Inner Harbour for the
three widths 0 . 1 , 0.2 and 0 . 3 ft are (i) 2.631, (ii) 4.439, and
(iii)2.31 ft. respectively.
X

T(secs)
BB=0.3

c*(ft.)
BB«0.2

BB«i

0.4

102

55.3

100

55.9

3.4

2.0

1.5

98.5

56.3

2.3

4.4

2.6

95

57.3

1.1

2.0

2.1

Table XIV.

-

-

Variation in wave heights at the entrance to
the Inner Harbour for wave periods in the
Outer Harbour in the range 55.3 to 57.3 sees.

Table XV.

BB

Max.c*

T

0.1

2.8

56.6

0.2

4.4

56.3

0.3

4.0 ft.

56.0 sees.

Variation of frequency at which maximum amplitude
is attained.

I t is shown In table XIV that an increase in the width of
the harbour entrance will not necessarily mean a corresponding
change in the wave height at the entrance to the Inner Harbour.
In fact i t can be observed that the width BB»0.2 gives the largest
amplification at the Inner Harboxir entrance for long waves in
the neighbourhood of 56 seconds period. By interpolating results
from this table i t i s possible to determine the frequency at
which the maximum amplitude at the Inner Harbour entrance is
attained and these are given in table XV. I t can be seen that
a decrease in the size of the entrance has resulted in a down-ward s h i f t of the frequency at which tiiis maximum amplitude is
reached.

6.

CONCLUSION
There are two basic types of motion In a bay or harbour

^Ich Is subject to Incident waves. There Is the resonant motion
that results when the exciting mechanism (I.e. the Incident waves)
matches one of the free modes of oscillation of the body of water,
and there Is the forced oscillation generated by this mechanism
through the medium of a standing wave pattern, or clapotls, at
the entrance. The two motions have been examined separately
within the thesis.
For the resonant motion of the bay or harbour It Is
assumed that the Incident wave pattern forms a standing wave
system with the reflected wave In such a way as to create an
antlnode at the entrance.

In these clrcunstances the bay or

harbour oscillates as If It were undergoing free oscillations.
The analysis Is thus simplified and merely requires the frequencies and modes of the free oscillations.
The method of determining the free modes In enclosed basins
using two-*dimensional flow theory have been discussed in Chapter 1.
An extension of one of these methods allows the examination of
the free modes of oscillation in a spindle basin. Although
this basin shape has been disciassed mudi earlier by Hidaka, one
of his simplifying assumptions caused the loss of many of the
modes of oscillation.

In all, fifteen modes were determined for

the spindle by firstly following the device of Hidaka and mapping
the spindle region into a square and secondly by solving the

resulting boundary value problem by the technique of Clarke.
An additional twelve modes were thereby added to Hidaka's first
three solutions.
For the forced oscillations of the bay or harbour the
method of McNown was extended.

He had previously applied the

theory of a clapotis or standing wave at the entrance so as to
determine boundary conditions across the entrance for a harbour of
circular plan.

This process was repeated herein for a harbour

of rectangular plan and then extended to include the transformed
region (i.e. the square) belonging to the spindle. This new
boundary value problem was solved by a further extension of the
method of Clarke.

In this way the resulting forced oscillations

in a spindle harbour with an entrance were determined for
given frequencies of incident waves.
In order to establish the extent of this considerable increment on HcNown*s work the complete results were applied to
the practical situation of Port Kembla Outer Harbour which had
been shown previously to behave as if it were a spindle basin of
uniform depth. The first fifteen modes of free oscillation were
determined for the Outer Harbour using a two-dimensional flow
theory.

Due to the relatively small extent of the Harbour the

only modes of interest were the symmetric ones. The calculated
modes were found to have periods of the order of 150, 80 and 55
seconds.

Actual measurements within the Harbour support a

figure of 150 seconds for the period of the first symmetric mode.

The ratio of wave height at the Inner Harbour entrance to that of
a progressive incident wave in the nearby ocean is considered
relevant to Inner Harbour ranging. Modes of oscillation having
ratios up to 3,6 have been illustrated. Next, the forced
response of the Outer Harbour to incident frequendes was determined and numerous situations illustrated.

In particular, two

large amplification ratios at the Inner Harbour entrance occur
at periods of 101 and 56 seconds. At each of these periods a
nodal line is formed at the entrance. The amplification ratio
at 56 seconds is 4.4, and this large value is consistent with
model studies on the Harbotir where large horizontal ranging occurs
just inside the Inner Harbour entrance at periods from 56 to 58
seconds.
Possibly the most interesting result of the application
to Port Kembla Outer Harbour is the effect of varying the width
of the entrance. It is shown that a decrease in size of the
entrance (from a relative width of 0.2 to a relative width of 0.1)
results in (i) a downward shift in the frequency at which
maximun amplification factors occtir, and (ii) a decrease in the
maximum amplification factor. These two results agree with
previous theory in the literature. However, it is also shown
that an increase in the size of the entrance (from a relative
width of 0.2 to a relative width of 0.3) still causes a decrease
in the maximum amplification factor. This apparent contradiction
Is explained in previous theory and also in the illustrations

where i t is noted that large widths freqmntly interfere with
the nodal line structure.

Thus the mathematical model of Port

Kembla Outer Harbour predicts that the relative width of the
entrance could not be more detrimental to the safety of the
Harbour.
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